
 
 

 
 

November 18, 2009 
 

BULLETIN #1197 
 

RE:  EXPORT LIST HEARING 
 
The California Department of Insurance (CDI) has scheduled the annual public hearing on 
the Export List for Friday, December 11, 2009 at 10:00 a.m. in San Francisco at 45 Fremont 
Street, 22nd Floor hearing room. The hearing will discuss the coverage and risk categories that 
can be exported to companies on the List of Eligible Surplus Line Insurers (LESLI) without 
having to conduct a diligent search of the admitted market (Sec. 1763.1).  
 
Enclosed is a copy of the CDI notice of public hearing and a copy of the current Export List. 
The SLA has received requests for eight additions to the Export List. Below are the eight 
coverages followed by descriptions of the type of risk loss represented by each:  
 
 
1) Website copyright/infringement:  Sometimes electronic or internet content coverage 
is included within this insurance. This component is designed to insure against 
intellectual property and defamation claims resulting from Internet based content, such as 
what is displayed on the insured’s web site. Non-electronic media such as published or 
broadcast media would not be covered by this provision. Policy wordings vary. 
 
2) 1st and 3rd party legal liability for computer system breaches:  Liability to a third 
party as a result of a failure of the company's network security to protect against 
destruction, deletion or corruption of a third party’s electronic data, denial of service 
attacks against Internet sites or computers; or transmission of viruses to third party 
computers and systems.  Also, liability to a third party (including employees) as a result 
of the company's or information holder’s failure to properly handle, manage, store or 
otherwise control 1) personally identifiable non-public information or 2) corporate 
information identified as confidential and protected under a nondisclosure agreement. 
Coverage may apply to electronic or physical release of information. Policies may also 
contain coverage for unintentional violation of privacy regulations and can include 
defense for regulatory actions. 
 
3) Privacy breach notification costs and credit monitoring:  1)  Forensic expenses to 
conduct an investigation of computer systems to determine the source or cause of the 



failure of network security to prevent a privacy breach.  2)  Fees and expenses to comply 
with privacy regulations, such as communication to affected customers (notification 
expense coverage).  3)  Fees and expenses associated with offering credit monitoring 
services to all the individuals that are affected by the release of their personally 
identifiable information.  4)  Expenses incurred in retaining a public relations firm for the 
purpose of protecting/restoring company's reputation as a result of the actual or alleged 
violation of privacy regulations. 
 
4) Privacy regulatory action - defense costs and fines:  Defense expenses and civil 
fines or penalties paid to a governmental entity in connection with an investigative 
demand or civil proceeding regarding actual or alleged violation of privacy laws 
 
5) Cost to repair damaged information assets:  Recovery of the company's costs and 
expenses incurred to restore, recreate or regain access to any software or electronic data 
from back-ups or from originals. Policy wordings vary. 
 
6) Loss of revenue due to failure of security or computer attack:  Reimbursement of 
the company's own loss of income or extra expense resulting from an interruption or 
suspension of its systems due to a failure of network security to prevent a security breach. 
Policy wordings vary. 
 
7) Cyber extortion:  Ransom or investigative expenses associated with a threat directed 
at the company to release, divulge, disseminate, destroy, steal, or use the confidential 
information taken from the Insured, introduce malicious code into the company's 
computer system; corrupt, damage or destroy company's computer system, or restrict or 
hinder access to the company's computer system. Policy wordings vary. 
 
8) Skilled Nursing Facilitiy (SFN):    A nursing facility with the staff and equipment to 
give skilled nursing care and/or skilled rehabilitation services and other related health 
services. The level of care requires the daily involvement of skilled nursing or 
rehabilitation staff that, as a practical matter, can’t be provided on an outpatient basis. 
Examples of skilled nursing facility care include intravenous injections and physical 
therapy. The providing of custodial care (for example, assistance with activities of daily 
living, like bathing and dressing) does not, in itself, qualify a facility as a skilled nursing 
facility. 
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